Adapt to the World Around You
with The Tek RMD
Adapting the world to you can get expensive
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Average Estimated
Costs to Renovate A House

Front door replaced: $300 - $1800
Widen interior door: $200 - $500 per door
Lower kitchen cabinets and counters: $30,000 – $50,000
Bathroom remodel: $25,000 - $40,000

Total: $55,500 – $92,300

The average eyesight height in a wheel chair is only 43 inches,
while the average eyesight height of someone standing is 69
inches. That’s an extra 24 inches of sight and reach.

How to schedule your first test drive with our Tek
RMD and get price information for your area.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Visit our website: www.matiarobotics.com
Click on the dealers tab
Search for the closest distributor in your area
Give your nearest distributor a call
Schedule a test drive at the store or at your house

We do not sell directly, we sell through medical
equipment suppliers.

The Tek Robotic Mobilization Device is a new mobility platform
that completely re-imagines the way individuals with paraplegia,
spinal cord injuries, and other walking disabilities are able to
move around in the world. The ability to independently and
safely sit, stand, and navigate environments that were once
inaccessible is now simple and convenient. Users of the Tek
RMD can enjoy spending time and conversing with friends and
family at eye level.

A single device offering the enabling combination of better
health, upright mobility, greater accessibility, and improved
perspective is now available with the Tek RMD. With a small
footprint, intuitive controls, and boarding from the back feature,
the Tek RMD gives you back the freedom to use your home,
office and other indoor spaces as they were meant to be used;
upright and mobile.
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